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NAME OF MILL             BOURTON FLAX MILL   (and foundry)
TOWN                          BOURTON,  Nr Gillingham.
SOURCE of POWER     Tributary of River SHREEN
MAP REFERENCE                    183-ST-775310
MILL REF                                  DOR.WT.40
==========================================================================
photo.    “Victorian & Edwardian Mills”  page 83   
             “Windmills & Watermills”   Rex Wailes 1979.
______________________________________________________________________________________
 
1750      DANIEL MAGGS built a factory at Bourton, two overshot waterwheels, producing a heavy type of linen bed ticking on

 machines of his own design.   (Gylla's Hometown; Charles Howe 1983)1799           One watermill (Proceedings of the
 Defence of the County 1799 D.C.M.)

1783      Henry HINDLEY died.  Buried at Mere.
 
1817      CHARLES HINDLEY marries HONOUR MAGGS.  (Gylla's Hometown; Charles Howe 1983)1830      SAMUEL HINDLEY of St

 Leonards, Shoreditch Middx married ANNE MAGGS of Gillingham - by banns witnesses: DANIAL MAGGS, ANN MAGGS,
 HENRY MAGGS, MARY BUTT.

                                                                                    (Gil.BTs.reel 1279498. LDS) (M.Y. 6/93)1832       The 60ft waterwheel installed.  
 (Gylla's Hometown; Charles Howe 1983)  

        
 
1836      W.JAYS senr & W.JESSE jnr. of Bourton, Dorset, fined £3 for overworking children under 13; fine to be given to the school at

 Bourton.        (Parliamentary Report)  (S).1837  Wheel 60ft diam; 2ft 9 ins wide; erected 21 Aug 1837 by MAGGS &
 HINDLEY  dismantled 1918.                                                              (Docs: P.19.118 & P19.119  Dorchester musm)        (TY
 90)1838      According to the Parliamentary report of 1838 the Flax Mill at Bourton, which was entirely water driven, had two
 wheels giving a combined horse power of 20, of which only 15 was used.  68 people were employed there, 37 of them
 between 13 & 18, four between 9 & 11. (S) .

1841      Bourton   pop: 976.   (Hdir). 
1851      Bourton   pop: 976.      Ironfoundry, Linen Mfry, Flax Mfry, Tannery, Shoe Thread Mfry,       OLIVER MAGGS, ironfounder,

 engineers, ag.impl.mfgs       OLIVER MAGGS & Co., flax spinners & shoe thread manufacturers.
             URIAH & JOSEPH MAGGS, hemp manufacturers and millers, Gillingham. ( Kdir.) (S)
1851      Deed & PLAN of flax mills, factory & yarn barton.  
             Persons named in deed: MOORE, JESSE, MAGGS, FUSSELL, TALBOT.    (Dor.Rec.Off: D.651/T10)
1851      URIAH MAGGS of Gillingham; petition in court of bankruptcy. 2 Sept 1851  (DorRO.MC/89 ex card index Gillingham)1855          

 Notice is hereby given that the partnership between Uriah Maggs & Joseph Maggs, carrying on business as tow spinners &
 sack manufacturers, at Bourton, in Co. of Dorset, and at Purn's Mill, Gillingham, same county, was dissolved 31 December
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 last.                    (London Gaz.20 Apr 1855) (S).   
 
1857      Map of flax mills, iron foundry and grist mills in Par.of Bourton, manor of Gillingham, property of Oliver Maggs.          

 (Dor.Rec.Off. ref: D559/13)    see sketch at end. TY.
1861      Bourton   pop: 921.    Ironfoundry & ag.impl.man. of some celebrity & extent.        Two manufacturies of flax & shoe thread. A

 sack and sacking manufactury.   A tannery and brick & tile works          Two quarries - sandstone suitable for building
 purposes.         Oliver MAGGS flax spinner, shoe thread and sacking factory         40 ft iron water wheel connected with
 factory.  (Kdir)  1865       Edward S HINDLEY engineer, ag.impl.man.,& iron founder.  ( POdir.) 

1865      Uriah MAGGS sack & sacking manufacturer, flaxspinner; tow, hemp & jute spinner & linen yarn merchant.   Edward Samuel
 HINDLEY, engineer, millwright, ironfounder & ag. impl. manufacturer.  (late Maggs & Hindley)    ( Kdir.) (S)

1871      Bourton.     Population 860."
 
1871      OLIVER MAGGS  Bullpitts House  hd marr  53yr  born Bourton  wife Louisa, 2sons 3daughters and 2 servs.
             Flax Spinner & manufacturer  employing 54men 50women  39boys 11girls   (1871 Census RG10.1965 f 58).
1871      Henry HINKLEY..High Street  hd widr  84yr  2 serv / carpet mfgr employing 6 girls   (1871 Cen RG10.1965 f 38).
1871      Uriah MAGGS  Ivy House hd marr  53 yr  born Penn./ wife & 2 dtrs / sack mfgr. (1871 Census RG10.1965 f 48).
 
1875      Bourton.   Here an ironfoundry & boiler & ag.impl.manufacturer of some celebrity and extent.          HINDLEY foundry.          

 Here are two manufacturies for flax and shoe thread, sack and sacking factory.   Connected with Mr Oliver MAGGS flax and
 shoe thread factory is a water wheel about 60ft in diameter, constructed of iron.

             Oliver MAGGS, brick maker and flax spinner. 
             Uriah MAGGS, sack and sacking manufacturer, flax spinner, tow hemp and jute spinner and linen yarn merchant.    ( Kdir.)
 
1876/84   Trading in the name of HINDLEY. 200 workers; vertical & horizontal steam engines & water pumps manufactured.             

 (Gylla's Hometown; Charles Howe 1983)
1880      Bourton.  
             "Here are an iron foundry and boiler and agricultural implement manufactory of some celebrity and extent, two manufacturies

 for flax and shoe thread, sack and sacking manufactory, a tannery, two brick and tile works, which give employment to a
 great number of hands; also two quarries, yielding blue and sand stone suitable for building purposes.  Connected with Mr
 Oliver Magg's flax and shoe thread factory is a water wheel about 60 ft in diameter, constructed of iron. connected with flax &
 shoe thread factory.  (Kdir)

             "Edmund Samuel HINDLEY, engineer, millwright, iron founder, boiler and agricultural implement manufacturer, Bourton
 foundry; now with  offices at 37 Walbrook, London"

             " Uriah MAGGS, flax spinner".
             " Oliver MAGGS, brick manufacturer and flax spinner."     ( Kelly dir 1880.). 
 
1881      CENSUS         (FHL Film 1341502     PRO Ref RG11    Piece 2080    Folio 94    Page 14)
             Bullpitts House - Bourton, Dorset
             Oliver MAGGS              Head  Flax Spinner        63         born:Bourton, Dorset.
             Louisa H. MAGGS        Wife                              57         born:Kentish Town, Mdx.
             Mary L. H. MAGGS      Daur  unmarr                 30         born:Bourton, Dorset
             Helen D. MAGGS         Daur  unmarr                 27         born:Bourton, Dorset.
             Clara Gertrude MAGGS  Daur  unmarr                23         born:Bourton, Dorset.
             Beatrice Phoebe MAGGS  Daur                         16         born:Bourton, Dorset.
             Louisa WHOLLON  Gen. Serv (Dom)  unmarr      22         born:Rashpool, Wilts.
 
1881      CENSUS         (FHL Film 1341502     PRO Ref RG11    Piece 2080    Folio 97    Page 19)
             High Street - Bourton, Dorset.
             Uriah MAGGS              Head     Retired Manufacturer of Hemp     63         born:Penzelwood, Soms.
             Charlotte MAGGS         Wife                                                      62         born:Gillingham, Dorset.
             Ann MAGGS                Sister  Visitor  unmarr                            57         born:Penzelwood, Soms.
             Agnes BUTT                 Domestic Servant unmarr                                    22         born:Silton, Dorset.
 
1881      CENSUS         (FHL Film 1341502     PRO Ref RG11    Piece 2080    Folio 97    Page 19)
             Building:          High Street Bourton, Dorset        Hemp & Jute Factory    UNINHABITED
 
1885      Bourton.   Ironfoundry and two quarries.  (Kdir)
 1890     Formerly large silk cloth factories in village now closed.  (Kdir) 
             CHARLES HANNAH & ALBERT MAGGS are principal landowners.          EDWARD SAMUEL HINKLEY, engineer, millwright,

 ironfounder, boiler & ag.impl. manufacturer-Bourton Foundry.                            (T.Y. Dor.Rec.Off)
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1900      Steam waggons produced. ( Gylla's Hometown; Charles Howe 1983 )

          
 
1914      Steam power installed to supplement the waterwheel.  (Gylla's Hometown; Charles Howe 1983)1917            "The Flood"

 when the dam broke at one of the lakes at Stourton damaging Bourton mill & many others, sweeping away bridges etc.  
 Factory was producing mills bomb cases at the time.   300 tons of coal are said to have been washed away by the flood at
 Bourton Mill.

1918      60ft wheel dismantled.   (Docs: P.19.118 & P19.119  Dorchester musm)  (TY 90)
1920      HINDLEY E S & Sons, miller;  6" Armfield turbine fitted (S & D Notes & Queries: p419 no.209)1927            Factory closed &

 HINDLEY family moved to Kings Lynn.  (Gylla's Hometown; Charles Howe 1983)1930       Iron foundry closed.  (Dorset
 Upalong Downalong 1951)1962.  Wheel gone.  Pitchback or high breast 60ft x 2ft, iron, made by DAVID MAGGS 21 August
 1837. 

                                                Dismantled 1918.        (R.W. 1962)
 
1968      Flax mill Bourton for sale.    Ivy Lodge / spinning wheel / blacksmiths shop / rope walk and dwelling house.
             Mill bought in late C18 and until recently (1967) was in hands of original owners, the Jesse family
1984      Bourton Works.  There are no remains of what used to be one of the largest water wheels in the county.  There is still a pond

 behind the factory.   It is now used as a milk factory, owned by Unigate Dairies Ltd.  The building is stone with a slate roof. 
 (Dorset C.C. Watermill Survey - Simon Ludgate: 1 March 1984)1989     BOURTON  FOUNDRY  (183-ST-775310)  There
 was an important foundry in Bourton, where at one time a quarter of the village was employed.   Most of the site is now a
 milk factory.    DANIEL MAGGS' foundry was established in the mid C19th at a former corn mill and flax mill, and was later
 worked by MAGGS & HINDLEY and then E S HINDLEY & Son.    Suitable moulding sand was available nearby.   Edge
 tools, agricultural machinery, and portable and stationary steam engines were all built.    After 1906, steam waggons were
 supplied too, HINDLEY patented a high speed engine which could drive electrical generators.   For such a small village far
 from any major centre this was quite an achievement, and the foundry sported a 60ft x 2ft (18.3m x 0.6m) waterwheel which
 was built in 1837.   It was dismantled in 1918, but the wheel pit remains and the mark of the great wheel can be seen on a
 pillar which supported  launder.   Some foundry buildings and a large millpond also survive, and there are contoured leats in
 the grounds of Bullpits house, where permission to visit may be sought.            Waterwheels were supplied to various mills
 including Cann, Melbury Abbas, Stour Provost and one for pumping water just across the border in Wiltshire in Stourhead
 gardens.   A recently renovated water trough near Shaftesbury is another example of their work.   Gillingham Museum has a
 cast iron plate from Loddon Bridge inscribed "E S HINDLEY  BOURTON  1868".   A Hindley steam engine is displayed at the
 Weymouth Brewery, while another from the Sherborne gas works is in the local museum.           

                                                                        (Dorset's Industrial Heritage: Peter Stanier 1989)1989       BOURTON CLOTH MILLS 
 (183-ST-775312)   Bullpits is only recognisable as a house, but was built around a cloth or flax mill of the early C18th.   Flax
 was grown in the nearby fields, while on the slope below the house three leats were used for flax retting as well as serving
 MAGGS & HINDLEYS foundry.   One has been fully restored.   The MAGGS family manufactured sacks alongside the
 foundry, employing over 200 people in the mid C19th.   A second cloth mill of 1820 was behind the premises of the Bourton
 Fencing Co, beside the main road through this north Dorset village.                       (Dorset's Industrial Heritage: Peter Stanier
 1989)

1994      JOHN FREEMAN living in the Maggs house at Bouton  0747-840084 (ring before visiting)    Mr Freeman, "Bullpits", Bourton,
 lives in the house behind the Maggs Mill and can give permission to go to look at the leat and the place where the large
 wheel was. (Peter Stanier)____________________________________________________________

 
BOURTON FLOUR and IRON MILLS
One water wheel - Proceedings of the defence of the County of Dorset, 1799  (D.C.M.)
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An iron foundry, the works partly run by a waterwheel said to be the second largest in England.  
Wheel broken up for munitions in 1914-1918 war.   Prior to 1914 200 men & boys.  
It dwindled until it closed in 1930.                        "Dorset Upalong Downalong" 1915   Hutchins  3rd ed, vol.III, p.625.Place names "Mill

 Lane & Factory Pond".   OS 6" sheet I SW................................................
BOURTON FLAX and GRIST MILLSMap of the flax mills, iron foundry and grist mills in the parish of Bourton, in the manor of

 Gillingham, the property of Mr Oliver Maggs, 1857.  (Dor.Rec.Off: D.559/13)Deed of the flax mills, factory and yarn barton.  
 Persons named in the deed: Moore, Jesse, Maggs, Fussell, Talbot.   Plan included, 1851.  (Dor.Rec.Off:
 D.651/T10)__________________________________________________________

 
HINDLEY MEMORIAL AT MERE.Memorial in Mere church to Henry HINDLEY (d.1783) erected by Charles and Samuel HINDLEY,

 grandsons of Henry, whose names appear on the memorial..   He was clerk and manager to James Harding (1688/1775)
 and took over his merchanting business.   He conducted a considerable business importing cloth & linen from Lisbon &
 Hamburg, and yarn and flax from the latter.  His son took over the business but it was on the decline due to competition from
 Scotland and Ireland.  (Mike Tighe)____________________________________________________________

 

GYLLA's HOMETOWN by Charles Howe, published by Gylla Publishing, Gillingham. 1983.Book on the local history of Gillingham &
 district.  Mentions waterwheels manufactured by Maggs being installed at Cann & Park Farm, Stalbridge in 1862,  Melbury
 Abbas in 1875, Stour Provost in 1889 & West Mill, Marnhull in 1893.

 
pages 88-92  
Engineering works and steam wagons
In the most northern corner of the Parish was Bourton and until 1810 included in the Parish of Gillingham, which is explained in the
 parochial chapter.
In 1750 an enterprising gentleman. Daniel Maggs, built a factory at Bourton on the River Slour in which he produced a heavy type of
 linen on machines he had designed.    It was used mainly for bed licking. The buildings were tucked under the hill to the north of the
 village, which helped to get the required head of water.   There is an old print of the factory which shows two water wheels that
 appear to be both overshot.   This can be seen in the present manager's office at the Unigate factory, Bourton.
 
What must have been a significant point in the history of this establishment was in 1817. 
Honour Maggs married Charles Hindley, a gentleman from London.   Then in 1830 Ann Maggs married Samuel Hindley, another
 gentleman from London.    These weddings are recorded in the Gillingharn parish registers, and it seems that the two families were
 firmly united.   This Hindley influx was, in the future, to have a strong influence on the factory which by this time had gone over to the
 production of farm machinery.   A later Daniel Maggs discovered in Breach Close a vein of Fine sand that was suitable for use as a
 moulding sand so he installed his own blast furnace and produced his own castings.   He produced the first threshing machine in the
 West Country.   The patent document for this is in the museum.
Apprentice lads were taken on and in 1855 when Oliver Mages was the master a lad, Nathaniel Cocks, was apprenticed as an iron
 turner.    His wages for the first year and was upped to 5/- per week which increased to 6/- the next year and was upped to 7/- for the
 last two years; this gave an apprenticeship of four years.   This scale of wages did not alter for the next 50 years to any great extent
 as I had three uncles apprenticed there about the turn of the century and their wages were about the same.  
This factory became the largest employer in the district with a staff in excess of 200 men.    In the period 1876 to 1883 they traded in
 the name of Hindley.    At the Royal Agriculture Society shows they exhibited steam engines, both vertical and horizontal with a
 special suitable for steam hammers.    They also showed water pumps and a two-wheeled portable steam engine.
 
Their steam engines were very good and they won many contracts for the installation of stationary engines.    One of these was at the
 Gillingham Brickyard in 1866 (more about which, see the next chapter).    Engines such as this were installed all over the country with
 many going abroad.   They also produced a small engine suitable for driving dynamos on ships; these were a good line and many
 were made.   They, like their competitors, made a portable engine for use as a power unit on farms, in particular in particular to drive
 threshing machines.   Four-wheeled models were produced but they specialised in a two-wheeled model which was easier to move
 around.    This could be done with one horse in most cases and this was an attractive point overseas buyers.    One of the models
 had an inclined boiler, but with their own patent way of keeping the boiler tubes submerged, which is essential to all steam boilers.  
 This cost about £100 with a slight increase for a woodburning type, a model required by overseas buyers.    Another interesting
 feature was a circular firebox that surrounded itself with water so that all the mud from the muddy water deposited below the fire
 where it could do no harm and be easily removed.
 
Hindleys produced other portables with a vertical boiler and a twin cylinder vertical engine driving a hoist or a pump and later a
 dynamo.   Boiler-making was one of their specialities and they advertised them as having the tubes secured by their own method
 which 'entirely prevented leaks'.   The 'Colonial' boiler was popular abroad as it had a large firebox door which facilitated the use of
 large logs.   They also produced Cornish and Lancashire boilers.   Most of the local factories had this type installed and it was
 commonplace to see these large boilers on huge timber wagons being pulled by steam tractors into Gillingham and being loaded on
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 to the railway for destinations all over the country.
 
As the use of electricity became more popular a high-speed steam engine was produced for driving dynamos.   These worked off a
 boiler pressure of 180-211 Ibs.  All their catalogues gave a comprehensive range of prices, with all details, including weights and
 measurements, required for shipment.   Their London office was at II Queen Victoria Street and they had salesmen all over the
 world.   The late Walter Stanford who ended his days in Gillingham represented them in many parts of the world.   In fact he was in
 Canada in 1914 when the war broke out and he joined the Canadian Army and served with them in France.   After the war he was in
 many counties including Spain where he was selling gas engine plants to the vineyards.
 
Another stage in the factory was in 1832 when the constructed and installed a new overshot water wheel.   This was 60 foot in
 diameter and has been reputed to be the largest water wheel in England, it produced all the power required to run the factory until
 1914 when they went over to steam power.
Water wheels were another of their specialities and many of the grist mills in the area had them installed, some of which are still in
 place to this day, including wheels at Cann and Park Farm, Stalbridge, in 1862.    Melbury Abbas in 1875, Stour Provost in 1889 and
 West Mill. Marnhull, in 1893. The one at Melbury, could be worked at any time.
 
Just about the turn of the century they entered the steam wagon race and in the early years they led the field in some aspects as they
 had one in production in 1904.   There were two basic models, a lightweight of three tons and a standard model of Five tons.   Later
 they increased this to seven tons.
 
Their patent stayless boiler was used which had a good steam-raising time.   One problem was that on steep hills the boiler tubes
 would become uncovered.   This could be very dangerous and they were the first to design a boiler that kept its tubes covered even
 on the steepest hills.   Also, this boiler could be fed from the top.   The engine was a compound type with the motion turning in an oil
 bath.   The gearbox was their own design with a chain drive but they soon installed a very fine direct drive.   It had an Ackerman type
 steering gear and carried a 180-gallon water tank which would give sufficient water for a journey of 15-20 miles.   This tank was
 located at the rear of the chassis and this gave weight over the rear driving wheels, thus giving added grip when required.
 
These steam wagons were used locally, one by Charlie Maloney for coal hauling.   A whole fleet of them were sold to Pickfords for
 furniture removals.   Maples of London used them, some breweries had them for dray wagons and the Dorchester Flour Mills used
 them for flour deliveries.
They made a special 'Colonial' model which had larger and wider wheels with the front wheels suspended to allow the vehicle to get
 around on rough roads.   This model also had a larger water tank and an even larger firebox door.   This allowed very large logs to be
 used as most of the developing countries only had wood available.
Walter Stanford told me he once took delivery of a wagon at Mombassa and had to drive it inland to a sugar cane plantation.   He was
 given 30 natives to assist him.   When he enquired why so many he was told he would behind and put out the jungle fires caused by
 sparks that flew out of the chimney.
This was a common snag on all engines and very soon a specialist firm brought out a 'spark arrester'.
 
The Hindleys were good design engineers and had a large variety of products including cream separators, churn lifts (a contraption
 that hoisted up the 17-gallon churns of milk and tipped them into large storage tanks), milk scalders and weighing machines; they
 even entered into the refrigeration market.   Other items were saw benches, pig troughs and any special order that came their way.  
 When the bridge at Lodden was widened the original tie rods and fish plates were removed and it was found that these plates had
 been cast at Bourton.   With their experience with water mills and the drive gear required they produced a portable grinding mill with
 either French or Peak stones.   These were purchased by the larger farms to grind their own corn.
 
This busy factory provided employment for men over a wide area.   Most of the men in Bourton and Zeals relied on them for a job and
 many travelled from Gillingham and Mere.   Their very fine apprentices were much sought after when they became tradesmen.   My
 mother who lived at Wilinbrook in Zeals had three brothers apprenticed there about the turn of the century.   All three worked on the
 steam wagons and they all enjoyed working for the firm, but most had to move on after completing their time.   Charlie Perrett had to
 leave in about 1907.   He started walking and called at Flowers at Fontmell Magna (who made bottling machines) and was taken on.  
 He later moved to Wimborne with them and spent his whole working life with that firm.   Nelson Perrett moved on to Thorneycrofts at
 Basingstoke for a short while.   Then when a job came up at the railway works at Eastleigh he applied, was interviewed and when
 asked where he was apprenticed he said: 'Hindleys of Bourton'.   They gave him the job there and then; it was recognised that these
 men were acceptable anywhere.
Many garage proprietors starling in business after the First World War were Hindley men.
 
The rules of employment were very rigid.   The whistle blew at 7 a.m. to start.   When it stopped blowing the gates were locked and
 any not inside had to wait an hour and lose the pay for that hour.   My uncle Nelson told me he had to run many times from Zeals to
 the factory in his bare feel, having got up so late that he did not have time to put on his socks and boots.
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As time passed and steam was phased out in industry, Hindleys were early in the production of vertical gas engines.   These would
 work on several types of gas.   They soon experienced the same trouble as their competitors in casting the cylinder block.   They very
 soon got over this with their own patent cylinder which was cast in a special way to avoid any flaws.   They had a range of engines
 from a 12 b.h.p. single-cylinder model to a 225 b.h.p. six-cylinder model.   These gas engine plants were exported all over the world. 
  About 15 years ago a letter was received addressed to Hindleys from a tin mine in South America asking if they could obtain some
 spares for their water pumps which had been supplied to them by Hindleys.    I mentioned this to my uncle Charlie and he said he
 could remember working on some pumps that were destined to go to South America and that no part had to weigh over a certain
 amount as it had to be transported over the mountains on the heads of native porters.   Some while ago an old gentleman gave me a
 photograph of a Hindley inclined portable engine No. 432 he had taken at a steam rally at Clarrie Hall, Moorabin, Melbourne,
 Australia, in 1974.   It was in very good restored condition.   Also I have been told that there is a steam generating plant in India still
 working, and in the engine house there is a wooden crate from Hindleys of Bourton which contains the original spares sent out with
 the engine: they have never been used!
 
The year 1917 was a notable one for Bourton Foundry.   Stourton pond burst after a long period of heavy rain and being only a few
 miles away, the wall of water that burst out of the pond (or more correctly a lake) hit the factory and flooded it with several feet of
 water.   When the flooding had subsided it was some job to dig out all the machinery from the heavy deposit of silt, in some cases
 burying the machines.   At this time the factory was on steam power and they had a large stock of coal. This was washed away and
 .some was picked out of the river at Gillingham.
 
At this time the factory was on munitions production.   One of their products was Mills Bombs; a large stock of these was kept out in
 the yard and these were also washed away in the floods and for years these were picked out of the river by persons and kept as
 souvenirs, quite safely as they were not filled
 
When the country returned to peacetime pursuits Hindleys found it hard to compete in the world markets.   At home there was a
 depression and very few orders.   On the top of this they were being harassed by some local people about the noise that was
 produced in the riveting shop so in 1927 they closed down.   This was a bitter blow to the local men and many were put on the dole
 with very little prospect of another job.   The situation was so severe that a Labour Exchange was opened in a wooden hut on the side
 of the road leading up to the crossroads.   The Hindley family moved away to Kings Lynn in Norfolk and joined up with Alfred Dudman
 & Co. who were later taken over by Runcorn Engine Company.
________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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                                                                                                                        sketch of map at DorRO.  TY.1984
1857  Map of Flax mills - Iron foundry - Grist mill - Dwelling houses and estate
                                                            Oliver Maggs in parish Bourton - Manor of Gillingham.
________________________________________________________________________________________
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